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'I cry a lot these days': Three out of
four older people are afraid about
rising food and energy bills, warns
charity
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More than half of over-65s plan to heat their home less this winter, says Age UK
Two out of five say they will cut back, go into debt or simply not pay their bill
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The Government explains what it is doing to help below
Anxious about bills? Call Age UK for free on 0800 169 65 65
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The vast majority of elderly people are anxious about how to pay rising bills for food
and heating their homes, according to Age UK.
Three-quarters of over-65s surveyed by the charity - the equivalent of 9.4million
people in the UK – say they are worried and over half plan to heat their home less this
winter.
A quarter say they will have to choose between heating and the food they buy if their
energy bills increase substantially, and two out of five say they will have to cut back,
go into debt or simply not pay.
Experts and industry data forecast that energy bills could spike by up to 50 per cent
and hit an average £2,000 a year after the price cap is reassessed in April.
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'My energy bill has already jumped by one
third overnight and I am on a low fixed
income,' an elderly person told Age UK

The headline inflation rate rose by 5.4 per cent in December, up from 5.1 per cent in
November, and experts forecast it will hit 6 per cent in the spring.
The state pension is due to rise 3.1 per cent in April, after a row over the
Government's scrapping of the 'triple lock' guarantee on annual rises.
SHARE THIS
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New plea to the
Government over
soaring energy costs:

With fuel bills soaring
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meagre...

HOW THIS IS MONEY CAN HELP
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Earlier this month, Age UK urged the Government to give the elderly on the lowest
incomes £500 payments and cut 5 per cent VAT on energy bills from April until at
least the end of the year.
Former Pensions Minister and campaigner Ros Altmann has also called for an
emergency winter manifesto to save the lives of older people.
And a petition calling for an emergency £500 increase in the basic state pension has
been launched by Dennis Reed, director of over-60s campaign group Silver Voices.
This has so far received more than 12,000
signatures, enough to require a written
response from the Government.
A government spokesperson says: 'We
know this has been a challenging time for
many people, which is why we're
providing support worth around
£12billion this financial year and next to

Are you elderly and
anxious about energy
bills?
Age UK is urging older people to call
its free national advice line on 0800
169 65 65 before turning the heating
off or down.
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help households across the country with
the cost of living.
'Our winter fuel payments are supporting
over 11million pensioners with their
energy bills and we are continuing to
encourage those eligible for pension
credit, and the wide range of other
benefits it can provide, to make a claim.'
Read more from the Government about
what it is doing to help below.
Age UK is running a 'Cost of Cold'
campaign urging older people to get in
contact on 0800 1696565 for advice on
what help is available before turning their
heating down or off if they are struggling
with their bills.
The group says it has been inundated
with stories from thousands of older
people who are already cutting back on
heating, food and other essentials:

Its staff will check you are receiving
everything you are entitled to,
including pension credit and
attendance allowance.
Find out more about pension
credit here, or call Age UK which will
help you apply for help that includes
cold weather payments.
Age UK adds that energy providers
have a duty to offer support if people
are struggling with bills or debt, and
you can ask about an affordable
repayment plan.
What if your supplier has gone bust?
Find out what to do here.
Read more about dealing with soaring
energy bills here.
Scroll down for energy saving tips to
help cut costs.

Charity director Caroline Abrahams says: 'The rapid rise in the cost of living is
causing a huge amount of anxiety among older people, plunging increasing
numbers into dire financial straits.
'With the energy crisis deepening and nothing but price hikes on the horizon, the
time has surely come for the Government to stop dragging its feet.
'It's high time Ministers took action and provided a much-needed safety net for the
millions of older people who are fighting to stay afloat.
'Many older people are reliant on the state pension as their main source of income
and simply do not have the flex in their finances to cope with such enormous price
rises.
'At Age UK, we are being contacted every day by desperate older people in this
position, people for whom there are only 'bad choices' – ration your energy use, cut
back on food or other essentials, or go into debt.'
The charity surveyed 1,280 people, weighted to be nationally representative of the
65-plus age group, in mid-January about their bills.
It says that more than 95,000 people have so far signed a letter to the Prime
Minister urging him to protect older people from the energy crisis. The charity plans
to hand deliver the letter at 10 Downing Street this Monday.

What about workers still saving for
old age?
Separate industry research has probed the impact of the rising cost of living
on those still saving for retirement.
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Some 47 per cent of people who are not yet retired say they can't afford to
save right now, according to a nationally representative survey of nearly 2,100
adults by the Pensions and Lifetime Savings Association.

comfortable
pension, report
warns

However, 32 per cent say they can afford to contribute more to their pensions,
it found.
The PLSA has urged the Government to significantly increase minimum auto
enrolment pension contributions from the current 8 per cent of earnings
between £6,240 and £50,270 - split between personal, employer and tax relief
contributions - by the late 2020s.
The industry group wants the total raised to 12 per cent of all salary, but with
employers paying most of the increase - an extra 3 per cent, while staff would
put in 1 per cent more.
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Who pays what: Payments into pensions are split between personal, employer and tax
relief contributions

The PLSA says if an employee cannot afford their extra 1 per cent, they should
have the option of staying at the current contribution level of 5 per cent.
In its survey, 41 per cent backed this idea while 16 per cent disagreed.
Bosses must currently provide a workplace pension for staff aged 22 and
earning more than £10,000 a year, but Tory MP Richard Holden has put
forward a private member's bill to change the rules.
Working 18-year-olds and low earners - some of whom work several jobs, all
with wages under the threshold - would automatically begin paying into a
pension.
The Department for Work and Pensions aims to abolish the lower earnings
limit and reduce the age for automatic enrolment, but not until the mid2020s.
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MORE IN BILLS

What elderly people say about rising household bills

Broadband & phones

Age UK has compiled feedback from elderly callers to its helpline about their
experiences trying to meet essential bills.

Energy deals

Marion, aged 69, says: 'My energy bill has already jumped by one third overnight
and I am on a low fixed income.

Compare, switch, save
Compare and switch now

Car insurance deals
Compare and switch now

'I am currently in bed keeping warm today as it's so cold and I can't afford to have my
heating on for the whole day.
'I'm reduced to showering on alternate days which I hate and I'm eating food that's
microwaveable to avoid heating my oven. I don't drink or smoke or have holidays or
go out socially.
'I feel as though my life is just paying bills
every month, there's nothing to look
forward to. I watch TV and read and walk
my little dog when I feel well enough.
'I cry a lot these days. I can't imagine
how I'll pay the bills when the energy
price goes up again, I lose sleep over it
and I can't find a solution.'

Ron, who is aged over 75, says: 'Surviving on the state pension with guaranteed
pension credit just about keeps your head above water.
'With the expected rise in utility bills I, like many more, will be slowly sinking.'
Tony, also aged over 75, says: 'I have always carefully budgeted to cover my utility
bills and have been grateful for the various payments from the Government.
'In particular the warm home discount makes a big difference. I did fix my gas and
electricity rates last year but this ends at the beginning of February.
'So, with the anticipated increases to come this year I can see my bills possibly
doubling and putting unsustainable strain on my resources.
'I only receive a basic state pension and pension credits and have fully explored all
available Government schemes.
'Unfortunately these fall short of covering these unprecedented increases. The
possibility of a one-off payment or an increase to the warm home scheme would
really help.'
An older person who wishes to remain
anonymous says: 'I have a very small
pension and live on savings and I rent
privately.

STEVE WEBB ANSWERS YOUR
PENSION QUESTIONS

'My cost of living will be unaffordable
before long. Terrified to have the heating
on too long to keep my home warm.
'Everything is spiralling out of control in
price leaving us pensioners to struggle to
live. The £200 heating allowance I receive
will not help much towards the high costs
of energy now.'

What is the Government
doing to help?
The £12billion of support it is providing
includes:
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- Freezes to alcohol and fuel duty in both
the Spring and Autumn Budgets of 2021
- The Household Support Fund which will
help millions of households in England
with essentials over the coming months

My 95-year-old mum missed out on council
tax benefits for 18 years - how can she get her

massive shock but why wasn't it
stopped?

money back? referrerpolicy="no-referrerwhen-downgrade"
If I enter a civil partnership with a close friend
will this affect her state pension?

- The Cold Weather Payment which
provides £25 extra a week for poorer
households when the temperature is
consistently below zero

referrerpolicy="no-referrer-when-downgrade"

- Winter Fuel Payments which are
provided to over 11.4million pensioners £200 for households with somebody who
has reached state pension age and is
under age 80 or £300 for households
with somebody aged 80 and over

when-downgrade"

- Increasing the National Living Wage and
saving 15 million households £100 a year
on average through the Energy Price Cap.

If I had to use my pension to pay £50,000-ayear care home fees, would it be taxed at the
higher rate? referrerpolicy="no-referrer-

A six-year chunk of my NHS work record is
missing - is the pension I built up in that time
lost too? referrerpolicy="no-referrer-whendowngrade"
Should I retire earlier from teaching to avoid
unfavourable new rules hitting my pension?
referrerpolicy="no-referrer-whendowngrade"
How have I earned a £212-a-week state

- Reducing the universal credit taper and
increasing in work allowances

pension after paying NI for only 31 years?

The universal credit taper rate has been
reduced from 63p to 55p, which the
Government says combined with the work
allowances increase represents an
effective tax cut of £2.2bn.

Why must I wait a further seven months after

What can Britain
do to ease the pain
of energy bills
rocketing 50% in
April? From a VAT
cut, to paying
suppliers SIMON
LAMBERT looks at
the options

referrerpolicy="no-referrer-when-downgrade"

I turn 66 to receive a state pension?
referrerpolicy="no-referrer-whendowngrade"
I was left with nothing when I divorced my
husband, so am I entitled to a share of his

It says in practice this means that for
every £1 that a claimant earns, their
universal credit payment will be reduced
by 55p, making them 45p better off than if
they had not worked.

'I ordered six
bottles of wine but
got five and lost
my 25%
Sainsbury's
discount': It's the
principle not the
£7.44 that counts

private pension? referrerpolicy="no-referrer-

Even as bills soar,
energy firms are
sending in debt
collectors... but
those facing
demands including a 93year-old widow often don't owe a
penny

when-downgrade"

The Government notes that it is trying to strike the right balance between
introducing measures that support people and not exacerbating inflationary
pressures.

Energy saving tips that could
reduce bills
Grace Gausden, of This is Money, compiled 20 tips here and below are the top
five.
1. Turn devices around the home off standby, or onto idle mode. Doing so
could save you £40 a year on your bills.
2. Draught proof gaps around windows, doors and floorboards by fitting foam
strips, plastic seals or brushes. Seal gaps between floors and skirting boards
with a simple sealant bought from any DIY store. This could save you £30 a
year.

Childcare costs a
small fortune but
parents are
missing out on
nearly £3bn in vital
support every
year... So why
doesn't HMRC do
more to help them?
An extra half a
million households
with children are
likely to struggle to
meet surging
energy bills this
year as charity
warns of 'grim time
for families'
Vastly expensive
roll-out of smart
energy meters
described as a
'waste of money' because

3. Turning the lights off when leaving a room everytime could help you save
£14 a year.

equipment will
become obsolete

4. Use your washing machine on a 30-degree cycle instead of higher
temperatures, an action that could save you £10 a year.

Mobile phone
users face extra
charges when
travelling in Europe
as some networks
reintroduce
roaming fees:
Here's how to dial
them down

5. Only boil the water you need in your kettle, saving £8 a year.

Share or comment on this article: Three out of four older people are afraid
about rising food and energy bills
Add comment
Some links in this article may be affiliate links. If you click on them we may earn a small
commission. That helps us fund This Is Money, and keep it free to use. We do not write articles to
promote products. We do not allow any commercial relationship to affect our editorial
independence.
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Stevehorne11, Leicester, United Kingdom, 4 hours ago

I find it really sad that people(of any age) have to worry about heating or eating. Personally I am
able to heat and eat and so my winter fuel payment I donate to charities like Age Uk or Crisis etc. If
anyone is able to help others in a similar way by sparing even a little then it will help tremendously.
I choose to help you can make your own choice :-).
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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baxter, romford, 6 hours ago

Well the cost of one KWH of electricity in Russia is about five pence, but would you prefer to be a
basic pensioner in Russia or here? But then again, the average state pension in Russian is about
150 pounds per MONTH. And it's very cold out there. So there you go. Count your blessings, as
Shakespeare used to say.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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BILLS

1

Devastating dossier that reveals your
home and car cover could DOUBLE
this year - unless you demand a better
deal
'I cry a lot these days': Three out of four
older people are afraid about rising food
and energy bills, warns charity
Inflation for rich and poor households
is almost identical - but those on low
incomes are worst hit as they can't
escape soaring energy and food
prices
Worried about that expensive gym
contract you're already not using? Trim
yourself AND your budget with these
cheaper ways to get fit instead
'The cap is the only option for most':
Energy price cap now level with the 10
cheapest variable deals available as
bills climb in the cost of living crisis
Could you go a month without splashing
out on any treats? Meet the people who
did 'no-spend January' and saved a
small fortune
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Mother Fox, Mankchester, United Kingdom, 7 hours ago

How many of these pensioners could release 100,000s of equity from their home and/or have very
substantial amounts in savings, but feel "obliged" to leaving everything to their heirs?
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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11

The Retiree, Kelowna, 9 minutes ago

They have worked hard all of their lives, so that they can leave something for their heirs?
What is wrong with that?
Click to rate

0

0

Jamesab, Hatfield, United Kingdom, 7 hours ago

MORE HEADLINES

My wife and I have enough means to cover what's coming. We are cutting back on a lot of things,
not using the car Friday evening to Monday. Sky will go as well. Polititions don't understand if Sky
make less money its less corporation tax to collect. Brainless
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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3

Mother Fox, Mankchester, United Kingdom, 8 hours ago

I ask myself why I made the effort and sacrifices to provide for my retirement, when the taxes I still
pay are used to reward those who didn't.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Camden8, Camden, United Kingdom, 7 hours ago

Because you live in a country where everyone is connected as a nation and not alone in a
hunter's hut in the mountains somewhere?
Click to rate
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Penny Farthing, Westmorland, United Kingdom, 8 hours ago

OK I did not make enough contributions, my weekly pension is under 100 pounds week, My
energy company wants 280 pounds a month. Unfortunately because I am a saver I have over the
amount where I can get benefits. It does annoy me though that having started work in 1959 and
stopped working in 2014 I have paid Income Tax for 55 years. Contributions should be linked to
Income Tax
New Comment
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P.H999, Truro, United Kingdom, 6 hours ago

If your savings are not too much over the benefits threshold withdraw the money as cash
and claim the entitlements.
Click to rate
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Mother Fox, Mankchester, United Kingdom, 8 hours ago

Hopefully, high energy prices are a temporary measure. If the state pension itself is increased, that
increase will be carried forward to next year's pension and all subsequent years' pension. Could
those in work afford yet another permanent hike in NI contributions to pay for this year on year? if
help is to be given to these people, make it in the form of a one-off give-away.

Mother Fox, Mankchester, United Kingdom, 8 hours ago
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The effects of
inflation since 1900
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mean today
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280 quid a month? Couldn't you rent out one of the wings of your country mansion?
Haven't you already got several BTLs?
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Mother Fox, Mankchester, United Kingdom, 8 hours ago
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The average current capped energy deal costs about 25 quid a month, or around 14% of the state
pension of 180 quid (including pension credit). If the bill increase by 50%, it will be still only be
around 21% of the state pension. What do these pensioners spend the other 86% or 79% on?
Cars? Broadband? Netflix?
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Camden8, Camden, United Kingdom, 8 hours ago

You have a very humiliating view of pensioners as 2nd class people who must know their
place in the world. Yes, some pensioners spend on luxury cars.
Click to rate
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baxter, romford, 7 hours ago

Are you going after the pensioners who you think waste their meagre pensions on luxury
foods and fine wines of exquisite vintage?
Click to rate
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0

ukop, London, United Kingdom, 9 hours ago

These oldies bought their houses for 5k thanks to the postwar building boom and massive right to
buy subsidies from the taxpayer. Walked straight into a well paid job for life upon leaving school,
thanks to strong unions. Benefited from gold plated triple locked pensions while the rest of us were
struggling on furlough. Get free bus passes and winter fuel allowance handouts. And yet they still
have the cheek to complain. The audacity!
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Carlsalter, Swansea, United Kingdom, 8 hours ago

not all pensioners are as lucky god bless our elderly loved ones omg just realised Im a
pensioner too keep warm keep safe
Click to rate
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baxter, romford, 7 hours ago

Well do you realise that even 5k was a lot of money back in the day? And pay was lower
in the old days, plus hours of work were longer.
Click to rate
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Ron, Leeds, 9 hours ago

Yet politicians claim thousands to heat there homes because they choose not live by there place of
work. In addition are able to claim travelling expenses. So are virtually debt free from everything
including television licence.
New Comment
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Mother Fox, Mankchester, United Kingdom, 8 hours ago
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Watching Horse, Skewen, United Kingdom, 10 hours ago

Sad fact that when you reach a certain age, you become expendable. Doesn't matter how long or
hard you have worked. On the other hand, wash up in an inflatable and you've got it made.
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4KTVs from your
favorite brands.
Shop the best
selection of deals on
Cameras now.
Find the best deals on
Kitchen from your
favorite brands.

Become a politician then!

New Comment

Save up to 50% on
Hair when you shop
now.
Find the best deals on
Fragrance from your
favorite brands.
Shop our favorite Bath
& Body finds at great
prices.
Deals and discounts in
Nails you don’t want to
miss.

Click to rate
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Miguet, Somewhere Out There, United Kingdom, 5 hours ago
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Deals and discounts in
Bakeware you don’t
want to miss.
Shop the best
selection of deals on
Tools & Utensils now.
Deals and discounts in
Cookbooks you don’t
want to miss.
Find the best deals on
Small Appliances from
your favorite brands.
Shop the best
selection of deals on
Food Storage now.
Deals and discounts in
Cookware you don’t
want to miss.

Oh fox off!
Click to rate
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Doriangrey, York, United Kingdom, 5 hours ago

Mother fox- cheeky question! pensioners have already made their contributions , many
times over!
Click to rate
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realistic3, Kirkcudbright, United Kingdom, 10 hours ago

Removal of the triple lock was a sure sign that it was all about to hit the fan.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate

HRH-MeMe, UK, United Kingdom, 10 hours ago

It's a clear fact the shopping basket is shooting up and a lot worse than that the fuel bills are
rocketing and it may get worse. We earn a good income both of us work and we are worried re gas
and electric prices. I've been to peoples homes that are old and most are sitting in the kitchen as
its often smaller and warmer if they have a gas cooker and several have now reluctantly
considered food handouts. The green levies and profits by the big 9 suppliers need to be taxed
and every household should get a 2k rebate this year.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Theeviloneonline, space station earth, United Kingdom, 11 hours ago

The government knew exactly what would happen to inflation when they removed the triple lock
from the pittance that passes as a state pension
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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clive9, in the shire , United Kingdom, 12 hours ago

What a load of left wing tosh Just winding up my mum affairs after passing away at 86 She was
getting 1789 monthly State pension small nhs pension attendance allowance We were amazed
Hard life on a pension
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Sinatra12, Scotland, United Kingdom, 5 hours ago

The attendance allowance is given to pay people to help the pensioner as they have
some medical issue. It's to allow them to pay to get help
Click to rate
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Kinnear1957, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 13 hours ago

Already cutting back. Don't have unlimited quantities of cash to burn
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate

Windup Willy, East of Lands End, United Kingdom, 13 hours ago

Research will tell you anything that you want to hear provided the sample you select is in your
favour, the questions are slanted, and you interpret the results yourself. Not too sure that I would
run the country based on this piece of work. That said, I don't notice anybody much bothering with
what we used to call the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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streetwise, London, United Kingdom, 14 hours ago

Restore the triple lock that, the government included in there manifesto, stop hurting the edelery,
the easy targets.

New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Boris shouldhavegone, Paris, United Kingdom, 13 hours ago

Higher benefits for those who chose to ruin the UK?
Click to rate
bluemonkey., Leicestershire, United Kingdom, 14 hours ago

Both Gen z and some Pensioners seem to think there is some magic money tree you can shake
whenever they want something. If you haven't made any provision for yourself dont expect those
who have done to pay for you
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Smudger61, Norwich, 13 hours ago

The magic money tree has been used quite a bit by this government what with new decor
for flats, parties by the score and yes the magic money tree came in handy to pay off the
Ulster government for their support for Teresa the appeaser!
Click to rate
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Salty Cracker REEEEE, Grande Armee, United Kingdom, 15 hours ago

Yes prices are really increasing. Planned for my early retirement, finished work two years ago, but
even I'm noticing sharp increases of 20/30/40/50 percent in shops and energy. I didn't really plan
for those kind of increases, but I can always go back to work if I need to.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Lou1950, Nantwich, United Kingdom, 15 hours ago

"The true measure of any society can be found in how it treats its most vulnerable members." -Mahatma Gandhi
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Boris shouldhavegone, Paris, United Kingdom, 13 hours ago

Why are you quoting a leader of another country, 5000 miles away, and 50 years ago?
Click to rate
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bluebird43, marbella, United Kingdom, 15 hours ago

in view of international price increases for energy its quite obvious that anyone with a working brain
would be concerned about their bills. and equally sensible folk would reduce heating etc where
possible. and not just sit back and complain.The older generation are well aware that it is not their
RIGHT to expect others to pay for them
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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whitmak, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 15 hours ago

Threaten Russia and then complain about the cold. Interesting.
New Comment

Reply

John returns, Peterborough, United Kingdom, 15 hours ago

Russia isn't even the main factor behind the rise. The primary driver for booming gas
prices is due to soaring demand from Asia. Demand for gas by China in particular is
skyrocketing year on year. China can't get enough coal to fuel its power needs so it's
increasingly turning towards gas putting it in direct competition for resources with the
West.
Click to rate
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Camden8, Camden, United Kingdom, 8 hours ago

Exactly. Also watch China in the next 10-20 years. Economically it'll be either number 1 or
2 globally.
Click to rate
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whitmak, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 15 hours ago

Where are the anti-boomers now?
New Comment

Reply

Dont bother replying, Not looking, United Kingdom, 15 hours ago

What are you talking about?
Click to rate
Boris shouldhavegone, Paris, United Kingdom, 13 hours ago

Yes, 63 and blue with fluffy edges.
Click to rate
MeatNotSoy, The North, United Kingdom, 16 hours ago

There is no inherent right to live until 90 off state money. If old people really have put themselves in
this state, may I kindly suggest they get off the planet and make some room.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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domdick, Musselburgh, United Kingdom, 8 hours ago

Migrants will fill the vacuum

Lovely13675, Roanoke, United States, 8 hours ago

You are a head case..get help

catguy, London, United Kingdom, 16 hours ago

people say that young people are entitled, however these people are no different. They will blame
everyone else but themselves because they failed to save. My parents worked in minimum wage
jobs and have enough put away, I thought doing so was common sense.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Tom, Devon, United Kingdom, 13 hours ago

Depends on their age. Many people now over 80 in 'average ' jobs didn't have the choice
of opportunity to join private pension schemes and until about 30 years ago everyone
believed the state p pension would be adequate for their needs.
Click to rate
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Slates, Tetbury, United Kingdom, 10 hours ago

Gordon Brown ruined the best funded private final salary pension industry so it will be
considerably worse when the current generation retires
Click to rate
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catguy, London, United Kingdom, 16 hours ago

what on earth were they expecting if they made no provisions for retirement?
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Katy- 94, London, United Kingdom, 14 hours ago

I pay my grandparents' heating bills and it was 79 per month for the last 5 years up until
September, 132 pounds in November and 220 pounds now.
Click to rate
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Boris shouldhavegone, Paris, United Kingdom, 13 hours ago

John, most intelligent people allowed for such rises.
Click to rate
TheFox, London, United Kingdom, 16 hours ago

STOP CRYING - you oldies voted out. These are the sunny uplands. Costs of doing business
have gone through the roof the people need to play for it.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Boris shouldhavegone, Paris, United Kingdom, 13 hours ago

Sherlock, could you explain why you highlight one other country, several thousand miles
away?
Click to rate
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null, 9 hours ago

Wow another stupid comment from a thick sad remoaner who does not know the real
facts you need to get out more
Click to rate
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Manners maketh man, Hook, United Kingdom, 17 hours ago

Nothing cheaper than making a big pot of vegetable soup using a bag of frozen vegetables. Bread
and cheese, porridge oats are so cheap. Stop wasting money on processed food and you will be
healthier too.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Manners maketh man, Hook, United Kingdom, 15 hours ago

That was an example!
Click to rate
Salty Cracker REEEEE, Grande Armee, United Kingdom, 15 hours ago

I agree with you, I can make nice casseroles and stews too, they are very healthy, and
don't cost much either.
Click to rate
Underworld123, Ambleside, United Kingdom, 17 hours ago

Hopefully their loving families will chip in for their heating.
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The_Awakening, Manchester, United Kingdom, 14 hours ago

lol
Click to rate
JayLFC, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 12 hours ago

Look at that 6 dislikes on thus comment. Some vile selfish people about you know, they
wouldn't help ANYONE but themselves. They should be ashamed.
Click to rate
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Wise old man 56, LONDON, United Kingdom, 17 hours ago

Most of them voted for this government.
New Comment

Reply

2 of 6 replies See all replies
Boris shouldhavegone, Paris, United Kingdom, 13 hours ago

My cat, he is correct, so knows what he is talking about. On the other hand, what are you
blabbering about.
Click to rate
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Slates, Tetbury, United Kingdom, 10 hours ago

Only if they voted for Blair/Brown - they decimated the pension industry
Click to rate
Zee Chen, San Francisco, United States, 1 day ago

And yet not one country is holding China accountable for the damage they have done to the entire
world. How can that be?
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Wise Voice Of Reason, DeportAndrewNow, United Kingdom, 17 hours ago

Who shall we hold accountable for the Spanish flu pandemic, diphtheria, TB and cholera?
Click to rate
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Sherlock Rose, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 14 hours ago

Is this some sort of guilt bingo game? If yes, I propose a class action against Eve, for
eating that apple.
Click to rate
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Revealed: Three water firms
that pay NO tax - our
investigation shows foreign
owned Thames, Yorkshire
and Southern avoid
business levy
They forked out a total of £1.4billion to
service massive debts and satisfy other
charges. This wiped out their profits and
therefore their...
13 comments

I live in an old house and my
energy bills are always £99 a
week. Why won't British Gas
let me change supplier or
move off a prepayment...
I have even installed an air source heating
system and a solar panel to try and reduce
my bills, but they remain stubbornly high.
7 comments

Mark Hartigan and Alan
Cook have netted £100,000
since they tried to sell LV to
sharks: Now critics demand
to know... why is this pair
still...
While they continue to haul in the cash,
LV's 1.2million members remain in limbo
over the future of the mutual insurer.
1 comment

Devastating dossier that
reveals your home and car
cover could DOUBLE this
year - unless you demand a
better deal

Growing evidence gathered by us
indicates new rules introduced to protect
loyal customers of insurance companies
from being exploited are...
11 comments

TV's Martin Roberts reveals
to ME & MY MONEY that
experts get caught out too:
'Even I lost £2m in the
overseas property
meltdown'
The Homes Under the Hammer star said
he lost so much money in the 2008
financial crisis that he had to borrow from
his father to pay for...
comments

JEFF PRESTRIDGE: FCA
staff threatening industrial
action over cost cuts and
bonuses - would we notice if
watchdog strikes?
Being mischievous, you could argue the
Financial Conduct Authority has been on
strike for years. Strike or no strike, we
won't notice the...
6 comments

Legal firm the Right Legal
Group ties itself in knots
over £1,200 will: TONY
HETHERINGTON
investigates
Staff took instructions from me last April. I
still have not had my will for signature, but
I've been charged £1,283.
1 comment

In the week the Highway
Code is revamped... Spend
£149 on an advanced driving
course - and save money
Taking these lessons could reduce the
cost of your car insurance by up to 10 per
cent - or at least soften the blow of rising
premiums...
5 comments

MIDAS SHARE TIPS: Want
to get into TV and cinema?
Then buy shares in Facilities
by ADF - the firm that puts
trailers on set, and one of
the...
The company is ideally placed to benefit
as the UK cements its position in the
entertainment industry. At 63p, the stock is
a buy.
comments

HAMISH MCRAE: UK in
danger of having wrong mix
of economic policies with
too low interest rates and
too high taxation
We know about the first. The Bank has
flooded the country with money and kept
rates low. There has been less attention to
the second, as...
2 comments

City experts say interest
rates could increase five
times this year as Bank of
England battles against
inflation
They are predicting that rates will jump
from the current level of 0.25 per cent to
1.5 per cent by the end of the year.
3 comments

Queen of Tech Cathie Wood
squaring up against Crispin
Odey in debate that is
transfixing investment
world: are tech stocks about
to implode?
Odey is 'shorting' shares in an array of
tech companies that Wood holds in her
Ark funds. In simple terms, he is taking out
bets that their...
comments

Britain's biggest building
society, the Nationwide, has
held secret talks to acquire
TSB

Initial discussions stalled, but the
revelation of Nationwide's interest
triggered a flurry of speculation the deal
will be back on.
comments

The FTSE100 is past its sellby date, says king of the
comebacks and larger-thanlife money man Martin
Gilbert
Gilbert made his name at Aberdeen Asset
Management, the firm he founded in 1983
and built into a £300 billion savings
business.
2 comments

Britain's new £1.7m
supercar: Legendary F1
designer Gordon Murray
unveils the T.33 which will
be built in Surrey and
deliver 'absolute...
Restricted to just 100 'bespoke' examples
for customers, it is to be built at Gordon
Murray Automotive's £50m state of the art
headquarters...
88 comments

1 video

Five steps to research a
crypto before taking the
plunge and deciding to
invest
AD FEATURE The crypto market is
volatile and more cryptoassets often
emerge with every week that passes.
comments

GRACE ON THE CASE: I lost
£40k after falling for an
online scam and need the
funds as I have terminal
cancer - is there any way of
getting...
I am 67 and living with terminal liver
cancer. I have fallen victim to a scam into
which I have put £40,000 of my £47,500
savings account....
14 comments

PROPERTY CLINIC: What is
the best way of removing
mould in my home and
ensuring that it doesn't
return?
Left untreated, black mould can be
dangerous - particularly to young children
and those with underlying respiratory
issues - as the spores...
62 comments

Great Scot! As tech turmoil
wipes 33% off Scottish
Mortgage, is now a good
time to buy... or run for the
hills?
Despite its solid-sounding name, the
popular investment trust is brimful with
high-risk tech stocks.
30 comments

Worried about that
expensive gym contract
you're already not using?
Trim yourself AND your
budget with these cheaper
ways to get fit instead
It's a common resolution to get fit in the
new year, but one month in some who
signed up to a lengthy gym contract may
already feel like...
9 comments

Are you prepared for new
driving rules from today?
Ten Highway Code changes
motorists need to know including priority for
cyclists and...
A total of 50 rules have been added or
updated in nine separate sections of the
road user's rule book from today. Here are
10 car drivers...
4.5k comments

2 videos

Genesis will rock you! New
G70 Shooting Brake from
Hyundai's premium spin-off

brand hits all the right
notes, says RAY MASSEY
Genesis is the new premium brand from
the Korean group, ready to take on
Europe's top carmakers such as BMW,
Audi and Mercedes-Benz.
54 comments

Britain's best tunnels
REVEALED: Alfa names the
top 10 with the finest
acoustics so motorists can
enjoy their car engine's
sound as they...
The 'Sound Tunnel Index' named the 658metre long Penmaenbach tunnel in North
Wales the best in the country - find out
which others made the...
126 comments

1 video

Lotus teams up with
pioneering UK battery
manufacturer Britishvolt to
build its first electric car due
in 2026
Britishvolt, which is setting up a
gigafactory in Northumberland, will design
and tailor-make the batteries used in the
car maker's luxury...
7 comments

How safe are your tyres? As
Pirelli celebrates its 150th
anniversary, we look back at
its racy history - and how to
keep your car's boots in...
There are, perhaps, few things less
glamorous in the world of motoring than
the tyre. But Pirelli will be reminding us
that they make the...
28 comments

Is the tide finally turning for
UK shares? asks SIMON
LAMBERT: The Footsie has
held firmer than the S&P 500
and big investors are
looking to...
A strange thing happened for investors
recently: as stock markets took a

hammering UK shares did better than their
US cousins.
30 comments

Bestinvest to offer advice
packages, free coaching and
slash share dealing fees as
it relaunches DIY investment
platform
Bestinvest will offer two paid-for advice
services with one-off fees, alongside free
investment coaching, delivered by its own
advisers.
5 comments

The price is right! How to
spot companies with strong
pricing power whose shares
can profit from rising
inflation
Investors keen to shield their portfolios
from inflationary pressures should look out
for companies with pricing power as they
can pass on...
1 comment

Property price growth
shows signs of SLOWING...
but buyers are still forking
out £25,000 more than they
were at the start of 2020
Average prices increased by 1 per cent in
the three months to December, taking the
rate of annual growth down slightly from
7.7 per cent to...
57 comments

A second wind for historic
mills: Converted watermills
and windmills are full of
character and make
wonderfully unusual homes
Despite having oddly shaped rooms and a
need for constant maintenance, watermills
and windmills are some of the most
sought-after...
8 comments
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